Magnetic write-and-wipe graphing paper helps save time performing daily classroom activities. The preprinted graph allows teachers to move quickly from one lesson to another without having to redraw the graph on the board.

Each magnetic sheet has ten rows across. Use sheets individually or put them together for a larger graph.

The magnetic paper is made of a strong magnetic material and will affix to any magnetic board in the classroom. Also, use with any magnetic surface such as a metal chart stand or metal door. Classrooms without a chalkboard or write-and-wipe board can use the magnetic graphing paper as a supplemental board. Clean the board surface before the magnetic paper is affixed to the board. This will help prevent dust buildup behind the board. The paper should stay in place without slipping or moving on the board.

Customize the versatile graphing paper to meet any classroom need. The graphing paper has multiple uses:

- Set up a proper line or bar graph
- Create an appropriate graph for a math lesson
- Poll the class and make a graph of the results

Write on the magnetic graphing paper with a dry-erase or wet-erase marker. Test your marker on a corner of the magnetic paper before starting an activity. Erase wet-erase marks with a damp cloth and do not saturate the page. Too much water will warp the paper.

Store the magnetic graphing paper flat to prevent it from warping or tearing. If the chart is bent or folded, the paper will wrinkle and not return to the original state. If the edge of the paper curls, gently roll it in the opposite direction to flatten.